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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates generally to the field of
radiography, wherein conventional silver halide films are
used to capture radiographic images, and in particular
to a light tight cassette, for receiving an x-ray film be-
tween two intensifying screens of the type customarily
described as prompt emission stimulable phosphor in-
tensifying screens.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] In the field of radiography, where conventional
silver halide films are used to capture radiographic im-
ages, it is common to enclose an x-ray film, sensitized
on both surfaces in a light tight cassette, between two
intensifying screens of the type customarily described
as prompt emission stimulable phosphor intensifying
screens. Higher resolution images are produced by us-
ing an x-ray film sensitized on only one surface, in con-
tact with a single intensifying screen.
[0003] As most radiographic procedures are carried
out in normal room lighting, a primary requirement for
an x-ray cassette is to shield the film from exposure by
ambient light.
[0004] Since silver halide x-ray films are relatively in-
sensitive to exposure by electromagnetic radiation in the
wavelength range generally referred to as x-rays, inten-
sifying screens are utilized to capture and convert x-rays
into visible wavelength radiation, to which the film is rel-
atively sensitive.
[0005] Prompt emission stimulable phosphor intensi-
fying screens are manufactured by coating a layer of
phosphor particles contained in a binder, such as latex,
onto a smooth substrate. The substrate is chosen to be
relatively flat, yet flexible, such as a polyester film with
a thickness in the range of 0.10 to 0.38 mm (0.004" to
0.015". The phosphors so chosen for such prompt emis-
sion stimulable phosphor intensifying screens are se-
lected to absorb x-rays in the wavelength range normal-
ly used for medical x-ray procedures, and to emit visible
wavelengths in the blue-green part of the spectrum,
when said phosphors promptly return to their unexcited
state, emitting said visible light substantially in all direc-
tions.
[0006] If a prompt emission stimulable phosphor in-
tensifying screen is held in intimate contact with the sen-
sitized surface of an x-ray film, then the light sensitive
film only in close proximity to the point from which the
emission occurred is exposed by said emission, thus
sharply imaging each such point, whereas, if the surface
of the intensifying screen is not in intimate contact with
the film, the light emitted from each point within the in-
tensifying screen will spread and expose a larger area
on the film, overlapping the exposures from adjacent
points within the intensifying screen, resulting in an un-

sharp image upon the film.
[0007] Thus, for cassettes in use as general radiog-
raphy cassettes, an essential secondary requirement is
to provide for intimate contact between an intensifying
screen contained within the cassette and an x-ray film
placed therein.
[0008] In a normal radiographic procedure, the pa-
tient, or portion thereof, is placed between an x-ray
source, and an x-ray cassette containing two intensify-
ing screens. When the patient is irradiated, the x-ray
beam is selectively attenuated by differences in the den-
sity of the patient tissue and bone structure. When the
imaging beam strikes the x-ray cassette, a portion of the
beam is attenuated by the front panel. The remaining
imaging beam enters the cassette, where a significant
portion is absorbed by the first intensifying screen,
which promptly emits visible light against the first sen-
sitized surface of the film. The remaining x-ray beam
then passes through the film, causing a small direct ex-
posure to both sensitized surfaces. The majority of the
yet remaining portion of the beam is absorbed by the
second intensifying screen, which then emits visible
light against the second sensitized surface of the film.
The residual small portion of the imaging beam is further
attenuated by a thin sheet of lead foil applied to the in-
terior face of the back panel, leaving only a very small
fraction of the original beam to escape through the back
surface of the cassette.
[0009] To minimize irradiation of the patient, it is de-
sirable to minimize the attenuation of the imaging beam
by non-image forming portions of the x-ray cassette,
thus, a third requirement for x-ray cassette design is the
utilization, for the front panels of such cassettes, of ma-
terials which do not substantially attenuate an x-ray
beam. Additionally, such front panels must provide for
uniform attenuation, so as to not alter the pattern of at-
tenuation created by the patient.
[0010] Materials which are lower in atomic weight are
more transparent to x-rays, thus beryllium would be an
excellent material for x-ray cassettes, were it not for its
great cost, and toxicity. Thermoplastic materials which
are primarily compounds of carbon, hydrogen, and ox-
ygen are also suitable, although they generally lack
structural strength and stiffness required to produce
good film screen contact in larger size cassettes. Car-
bon fiber reinforced thermoset resins are commonly
used, in spite of their great cost. Aluminum is generally
suitable, in the wavelengths used for general radiogra-
phy, however it is unsuitable at the longer wavelengths
used in specialty procedures, such as mammography.
[0011] Commonly available x-ray cassettes comprise
a front cover hingeably attached along a first edge to a
back cover, with latch means provided along a second
edge opposite said first edge, to maintain closure of said
cassette, during an x-ray procedure, and to allow open-
ing of said cassette for loading an unexposed x-ray film,
and for removing an exposed x-ray film. Light lock
means are provided around the perimeter of said covers
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to render said cassette light tight when said cassette is
closed. Intensifying screens are each adhered to resil-
ient foam pads, which are subsequently adhered to the
interior surfaces of said covers. The thickness of the
foam pads, and the stiffness of the foam material is cho-
sen such that the form pads are partially compressed
within the closed cassette, thus urging the intensifying
screens into contact with an x-ray film placed therebe-
tween.
[0012] Higher levels of contact pressure between
screens and film produce more intimate contact, and
help squeeze out air that may have been trapped be-
tween the film and screen surfaces when the cassette
was closed, said entrapped air preventing intimate film/
screen contact.
[0013] Higher internal pressures also result in greater
cassette deformation, resulting in non-uniform internal
pressures, and potential separation of perimeter light
lock elements.
[0014] Currently available cassettes represent a se-
ries of compromises within which the various cassette
designers have variously balanced the desire to have
intimate film/screen contact against the practical as-
pects of the structural requirements dictated by high
contact pressures, the attenuation levels of structurally
superior materials, and the cost of cassette materials
and manufacturing processes.
[0015] An example of one such commonly available
general purpose radiographic cassette, manufactured
by the Eastman Kodak Company, of Rochester, New
York, and sold under the name "Kodak X_OMATIC Cas-
sette", comprises two aluminum panels 1.60 mm
(0.063") thick, each being insert molded into a thermo-
plastic border material which hingeably connects the
two panels, along one edge of each, and forms a series
of cooperating perimeter ribs and grooves around three
sides of each panel, for the purpose of excluding light
from the closed cassette. An "L" shaped stainless steel
structural member is attached to each of the two remain-
ing edges with up to 24 rivets in the larger size cassettes.
Two aluminum extrusions are also attached at the said
remaining edges, to provide light lock structure along
the fourth side of the closed cassette. One of said ex-
trusion is attached adhesively, the other in conjunction
with the process of attaching one of the "L" shapes, and
utilizing the same rivets as used to attach the "L" shape.
Latching of the cassette in the closed position is accom-
plished by engaging a latch piece, spot welded to one
of the "L" shapes, with a hook, suspended from a pin,
said pin supported by a knuckle plate, said knuckle plate
adhesively bonded to the second "L" shape. A lever, al-
so suspended from said pin is rotated to deflect said
hook from its engaged position, to enable opening the
cassette. Two springs urge the hook, and the lever, to-
ward their first positions whereby the cassette is latched.
A recess in one of the aluminum panels is formed by a
stamping process, to provide clearance under the lever,
to allow manual operation of the lever, when the cas-

sette user desires to open the cassette.
[0016] To complete the cassette, a layer of lead foil is
applied to the interior face of the back panel, and foam
pads are then adhesively bonded to the interior of the
first cover, and atop the lead foil, and the intensifying
screens are adhesively bonded to the opposite sides of
the foam pads, such that the phosphor coated surfaces
of said screens are urged against one another, or
against an x-ray film placed therebetween, when the
cassette is closed and latched.
[0017] Prior to assembly, the aluminum panels are
formed into a curved shape, to enable them to act as
springs, applying pressure to the foam pads, to partially
compress them, substantially uniformly, when the cas-
sette is closed, for the purpose of applying pressure to
the intensifying screens to urge them into intimate con-
tact with the x-ray film placed within the cassette. Pres-
sure in the range of 690 to 1035 Pa (0.10 to 0.15 psi) is
attained in the currently marketed cassette, and this lev-
el of pressure demonstrates intimate contact over the
entire area of the x-ray film, when tested in accordance
with methods prescribed by the American College of Ra-
diography.
[0018] The front cover of a cassette of the above de-
scribed construction will attenuate 26% of an imaging
beam generated at the x-ray wavelengths created by a
100 kv excitation voltage applied to an x-ray generator,
with 3mm aluminum filtration at the generator, with no
scatter control, and with no other absorber in the beam.
At slightly longer wavelengths generated at 80 kv exci-
tation, the attenuation is 30%, and at yet longer wave-
lengths generated at 60 kv excitation, the attenuation
reaches 36%.
[0019] Some cassettes are manufactured utilizing
carbon fiber reinforced epoxy panels of equivalent struc-
tural performance, for the front cover only. Such carbon
fiber panels will typically attenuate 1%, 2% and 2.5% of
the above imaging beams, a significant decrease in at-
tenuation, albeit, at a panel cost of ten to twenty times
the cost of the vinyl clad aluminum panel it replaces.
[0020] The above-described cassette, featuring two
vinyl clad aluminum panels, completely assembled, and
including film and intensifying screens, in a 35 x 43 cm.
size, as is commonly used for procedures such as chest
x-ray, comprises 49 discrete components, including fas-
teners and adhesive applications, and weighs 2.6 kg
(5.70 pounds). Such a cassette has proven to be robust
in usage, remaining serviceable for 10 years or more,
experiencing many thousands of reloadings, an equiv-
alent number of insertions and removals from various x-
ray apparatus, occasional accidental drops, and in
some cases, innumerable instances where the cassette
is placed directly under a patient, and bears the weighs
of the patient, as when the cassette is used for portable
radiography at bedside.
[0021] While the above described cassette is widely
utilized, it would be desirable to provide x-ray cassettes
utilizing lower cost materials and/or processes; having
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equally high internal contact pressures, to insure excel-
lent image quality; while minimizing the imaging beam
attenuation of the front panel of the cassette, to reduce
patient irradiation levels. It would be further desirable to
provide a cassette which is structurally equivalent to the
current cassette; and which is lighter in weight, for port-
ability. Furthermore, it would be desirable to reduce the
number of discrete parts comprising an x-ray cassette
assembly, to further reduce weight, and to further re-
duce parts manufacturing and assembly costs.
[0022] U.S. Patent 5,475,230 and European Patent
application EP 0,905,715 are directed tolx-ray cas-
settes.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0023] The present invention is directed to overcom-
ing one or more of the problems set forth above. Briefly
summarized, according to one aspect of the present in-
vention, an x-ray cassette is provided, as defined in
claim 1.
[0024] An improved x-ray cassette has been de-
signed and fabricated, utilizing prepainted panels of a
composite aluminum/polypropylene/aluminum material
manufactured by Hoogovens, Bv, of the Netherlands.
This material, developed for use in the automotive in-
dustry, comprises a 1.62 mm (0.064") thick solid poly-
propylene core, to each side of which is laminated a 0.20
mm (0.008") thick aluminum skin. This construction is
slightly stiffer than the 1.60 mm (0.063") thick vinyl clad
solid aluminum panel used previously, and is 70% light-
er than the prior panel. The previous insert molded ther-
moplastic border is retained, as it provides excellent
light integrity, excellent shock resistance, if the cassette
should happen to be dropped, in addition to providing
the hinge function to enable the opening and closing of
the cassette.
[0025] There are multiple types of Hylite available
from Hoogovens. Panels can be obtained with different
core thicknesses, different skin thicknesses, and differ-
ent skin material properties. The material chosen for the
manufacture of the x-ray cassette features a core thick-
ness of 1.62 mm (0.064") with 0.20 mm (0.008") thick
skins of high temper aluminum, such as AA5182-H18.
This structure provides a panel which is slightly stiffer
than the prior art solid aluminum panel and giving it suf-
ficient yield strength to prevent loss of panel shape in
normal usage and providing sufficient dent resistance.
[0026] Two custom aluminum extrusions are utilized,
one on each fourth side of each panel, to provide the
structural reinforcement required, to cooperate to ex-
clude light from entering through the fourth edge of the
cassette. Furthermore, these extrusions each feature a
channel section for receiving the fourth edges of the cas-
sette panels, to provide for high strength adhesive bond-
ing of the extrusions to the cassette panel edges. The
above described extrusions, while providing structural
equivalence to the prior cassette, along said fourth

sides, result in a further weight reduction, and a reduc-
tion in the number of discrete parts required. Latching
of the cassette is accomplished in a conventional man-
ner. The lead foil, foam pads, and screens are assem-
bled in the matter of the prior cassette.
[0027] The complete improved cassette for the same
35 x 43 cm. size as discussed for the prior art cassette
weighs 1.70 kg (3.75 pounds), a 34% reduction in over-
all weight.
[0028] The front cover of the improved cassette, while
overall thicker than the front cover of the prior cassette,
attenuates the imaging beam less. In the prior cassette,
the majority of the beam attenuation was in the 1.60 mm
(0.063") thick aluminum panel, with the 0.254 mm
(0.010") thick vinyl covering contributing only slightly to
the attenuation. The composite panel material utilized
in the construction of the improved cassette has only
0.40 mm (0.016") total thickness of aluminum, approxi-
mately 25% of the aluminum used in the prior panel,
whereas the majority of the thickness of the improved
cassette panel is comprised of polypropylene, which is
highly transparent to x-rays. Measured attenuation of
the improved panel is 8% at 100 kv excitation, 10% at
80 kv excitation, and 12% at 60 kv excitation. This at-
tenuation performance is closer to the performance lev-
el of carbon fiber panels, however, the material cost for
the aluminum/polypropylene/aluminum composite pan-
el is approximately equivalent to the material cost for
vinyl clad 1.60 mm (0.063") solid aluminum panels, thus
the improved cassette offers the potential for reducing
patient irradiation, without incurring a severe cost pen-
alty.
[0029] The invention envisions that stiffer or more sta-
ble material then conventional Hylite is desirable for x-
ray cassettes. X-ray cassettes within the prior art as well
as the present invention are maintained in a closed con-
dition throughout the majority of their useful life. Thus
cassette panels are under stress throughout normal life-
time requiring that stiff or stable material be employed
in the construction of the cassette panels so that the
panels retain their intended shape. Accordingly, various
means are disclosed to provide stiffer panels or a more
stable material to construct the panels to prevent
"CREEP" which is the deformation of material over time
at stress levels below the material yield point. The stiff-
ening means can comprise embossed edges to the pan-
els, a stiffening clip added to one or more outside edges
of the panels, or hemming the edges of the panels. Sta-
bilizing the core material to minimize creep can be ac-
complished by the addition of glass fibers or other fillers
into the polypropylene, or by replacing the polypropyl-
ene with alternate thermoplastic materials having a
higher creep resistance such as polycarbonate.
[0030] These and other aspects, objects, features,
and advantages of the present invention will be more
clearly understood and appreciated from a review of the
following detailed description of the preferred embodi-
ments and appended claims, and by reference to the
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accompanying drawings.

Advantageous Effect Of The Invention

[0031] The present invention has the advantages of
providing a cassette that is, essentially, as lightweight
as the carbon fiber reinforced cassettes of the prior art
that have a cost equivalent to the vinyl clad aluminum
cassettes described in the prior art. The present inven-
tion also provides a cassette that has the structural
strength of the prior art cassettes made from vinyl clad
aluminum.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0032]

Fig. 1 is an oblique perspective view of an improved
x-ray cassette, showing the cassette in a closed
condition.
Fig. 2 is an oblique perspective view of the cassette
of Figure 1, showing the cassette in an unlatched
state, and showing the cassette partially opened.
Fig. 3 is an oblique perspective view of the cassette
of Figure 1, showing the cassette opened to a po-
sition to receive an x-ray film.
Fig. 4 is a partial cross-sectional view of the cas-
sette of Figure 1, taken along line A-A in Figure 1,
illustrating the construction of the side edge of the
cassette.
Fig. 5 is a partial cross-sectional view of the cas-
sette of Figure 1, taken along line B-B in Figure 1,
illustrating the construction of the hinge edge of the
cassette.
Fig. 6 is a partial cross-sectional view of the cas-
sette of Figure 1, taken along C-C in Figure 1, illus-
trating the construction of the front edge of the cas-
sette.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0033] The following discussion is made referring to
Fig. 1, which is an oblique perspective view of an im-
proved x-ray cassette 10 in a closed condition, in con-
junction with Fig. 2, which illustrates cassette 10 in a
partially opened position.
[0034] The improved x-ray cassette 10 is designed to
be fabricated with panels 12, 14 utilizing prepainted pan-
els formed from a composite that preferably comprises
aluminum/polypropylene/aluminum material manufac-
tured by Hoogovens, Bv, of the Netherlands. The com-
posite material, originally developed for use in the auto-
motive industry, comprises a 1.62 mm (0.064") thick sol-
id polypropylene core to which is laminated on each side
a 0.20 mm (0.008") layer of aluminum. This composite
material used in the construction of panels 12, 14 for
cassette 10 is slightly stiffer than the 1.60 mm (0.063")
thick vinyl clad solid aluminum panel previously em-

ployed by the prior art. Moreover, the panels 12, 14 for
cassette 10 made from this composite are 70% lighter
than prior art cassette panels made from vinyl clad
aluminum . The panels 12, 14 are formed from the com-
posite material by traditional sheet metal forming meth-
ods such as roll forming, stamping, or stretch forming.
[0035] Border 16 is thermoplastic elastomer such as
polyurethane that provides excellent light integrity, as
well as excellent shock resistance. It is important that
the cassette 10 be light tight. If cassette 10 should hap-
pen to be dropped border 16 prevents damage or mis-
alignment of the cassette panels. Additionally, border 16
provides the hinge function to enable the opening and
closing of the cassette 10. The opening and closing of
cassette 10 is facilitated by latch 30 within latchwell 34.
[0036] Fig. 3 is an oblique perspective view of the cas-
sette of Figures 1 and 2, in an opened position which is
typically the position used to receive an x-ray film. The
front panel 12 of the improved cassette, while thicker
than the front cover of prior art cassettes, attenuates the
imaging beam less. The composite panel material uti-
lized in the construction of the improved cassette has
only 0.40 mm (0.016") total thickness of aluminum, ap-
proximately 25% of the aluminum used in the prior pan-
el, whereas the majority of the thickness of the improved
cassette panel is comprised of polypropylene, which is
highly transparent to x-rays. Measured attenuation of
the improved panel is 8% at 100 kv excitation, 10% at
80 kv excitation, and 12% at 60 kv excitation. This at-
tenuation performance is closer to the performance lev-
el of carbon fiber panels, however, the material cost for
the aluminum/polypropylene/aluminum composite pan-
el is approximately equivalent to the material cost for
vinyl clad 1.60 mm (0.063) solid aluminum panels. Thus
the improved cassette offers the potential for reducing
patient irradiation, without incurring a severe cost pen-
alty.
[0037] It is envisioned "CREEP" resistance to the cas-
sette will be necessary for the cassette to hold its shape
in extreme conditions. A more "CREEP" resistant cas-
sette may be desirable than the cassette provided using
aluminum/polypropylene/aluminum manufactured by
Hoogoven Hylite BV. Accordingly, various means are
disclosed to provide these "CREEP" resistant means.
The "CREEP" strength can be increased by embossing
the edges to the panels, by utilizing stiffening clips add-
ed to the outside edges of the panels, by a polycar-
bonate material used in place of the thermoplastic core,
or utilization of a filler or reinforcement in the core. Such
a filler can be selected from: a glass substance; talc;
calcium silicate; calcium carbonate; or mica. It is envi-
sioned that "CREEP" resistance can be obtained by
adding reinforcement to the aluminum, to the polymer,
by changing the aluminum alloy, or by changing the type
of polymer core.
[0038] Fig. 4 is a partial cross-sectional view of the
cassette of Figure 1, taken along line A-A in Figure 1,
illustrating the construction of cassette 10 in the area of
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the hinged edge 15. The front and back panels 12, 14
are illustrated comprising a polypropylene core 42 sand-
wiched between two thin skins of aluminum 41, 43. A
urethane border 16 is formed on the outside edges of
panels 12, 14. The border 16 is shown in more accurate
detail around hinge 45. Hinge 45 has contours that cre-
ate light lock features 48. X-ray film 5 is sandwiched be-
tween intensifying screens 4, 6. There are two resilient
foam layers 8, 9 that apply force to intensifying screens
8, 9. The lead foil 46, foam layers 8, 9 and screens 4, 6
are assembled in a manner similar to prior art cassettes.
[0039] Fig. 5 is a partial cross-sectional view of the
cassette of Figure 1, taken along line B-B in Figure 1,
illustrating the construction of the side edge of the cas-
sette. The main feature illustrated by this Fig. 5 is the
light lock 56 made from urethane. The front and back
panels 12, 14 are illustrated comprising a polypropylene
core 42 sandwiched between two thin strips of alumi-
num 41, 43. A urethane border 16 is formed on the out-
side edges of panels 12, 14. X-ray film 5 is sandwiched
between intensifying screens 4, 6. There are two resil-
ient foam layers 8, 9 that apply force to intensifying
screens 8, 9.
[0040] Fig. 6 is a partial cross-sectional view of the
cassette of Figure 1, taken along C-C in Figure 1, illus-
trating the construction of the front edge 70 of the cas-
sette. Two custom aluminum extrusions 22, 24 are uti-
lized on front edge 70 of the cassette, to provide the
structural reinforcement required for the cassette 10,
and to cooperate to exclude light from entering through
the front edge 70 edge of cassette 10. Furthermore, ex-
trusions 22, 24 feature channel sections 72, 74 for re-
ceiving the edges 82, 84 of the cassette panels 12, 14
and to provide high strength adhesive bonding of the
extrusions 22, 24 to the cassette panel edges 82, 84.
The above described extrusions 22, 24, while providing
structural equivalence to the prior cassette, along the
front edge 70 of cassette 10, also result in a further
weight reduction, and a reduction in the number of dis-
crete parts required.
[0041] To facilitate understanding, identical reference
numerals have been used, where possible, to designate
identical elements that are common to the figures.

Claims

1. An x-ray cassette (10) comprising:

a front panel (12) and a back panel (14) the front
and the back panels being operatively hinged
together by a hinging element (45) attached to
the panels so as to form a cavity between the
panels;
an x-ray film contained within the cavity be-
tween the first panel and the second panel;
at least one intensifying screen (4 or 6) held in
contact with the x-ray film; and

a latching mechanism (30) to open and close
the cassette;

characterised in that the front and rear panels are
formed from a composite laminate material having
at least three layers in an aluminium/thermoplastic/
aluminium sandwich, wherein the thermoplastic
layer has an aluminium layer laminated on each
side.

2. The x-ray cassette of claim 1 further comprising
shock resistance means for impact resistance.

3. The x-ray cassette of claim 2 wherein the shock re-
sistance means further comprise a thermoplastic
elastomer border.

4. The x-ray cassette of claim 1 further comprising re-
inforcing means contained on at least one of the
sides for increasing structural strength of the cas-
sette.

5. The x-ray cassette of claim 4 wherein the reinforc-
ing means further comprises at least one extrusion
formed from an opaque material on at least one of
the side of the cassette.

6. The x-ray cassette of claim 5 wherein the extrusion
is formed from aluminum.

7. The x-ray cassette of claim 5 wherein the extrusion
has a channel formed that can operatively couple
to an edge of a panel.

8. The x-ray cassette of claim 1 wherein the thermo-
plastic material further comprises polypropylene.

9. The x-ray cassette of claim 1 wherein the intensify-
ing screen is held against the X-ray film by a resilient
element.

10. The x-ray cassette of claim 1 wherein the thermo-
plastic layer is polypropylene and the metal layer is
aluminum.

Patentansprüche

1. Röntgenkassette (10) mit:

einer vorderen Wandung (12) und einer hinte-
ren Wandung (14), wobei die Wandungen in
Wirkverbindung stehend aneinander angelenkt
sind mittels eines Gelenks (45), das an den
Wandungen befestigt ist derart, dass zwischen
den Wandungen ein Hohlraum entsteht;

einem Röntgenfilm, der im Hohlraum zwischen
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der ersten und zweiten Wandung vorgesehen
ist;

mindestens einer Verstärkerfolie (4 oder 6), die
in Berührung mit dem Röntgenfilm gehalten ist;
und

einem Verriegelungsmechanismus (30) zum
Öffnen und Schließen der Kassette;

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

die vordere und hintere Wandung aus einem
Laminatverbund besteht, der mindestens aus
einem aus drei Schichten bestehenden
Schichtaufbau aus Aluminium/thermo-plasti-
schem Material/Aluminium besteht, wobei die
thermoplastische Schicht eine auf jeder Seite
laminierte Aluminiumschicht aufweist.

2. Röntgenkassette nach Anspruch 1, mit stoßfesten
Mitteln zur Erhöhung der Schlagfestigkeit.

3. Röntgenkassette nach Anspruch 2, wobei die
stoßfesten Mittel einen thermoplastischen elasto-
meren Rand aufweisen.

4. Röntgenkassette nach Anspruch 1, mit Verstär-
kungsmitteln auf mindestens einer der Seiten zum
Verbessern der Konstruktionsfestigkeit der Kasset-
te.

5. Röntgenkassette nach Anspruch 4, wobei die Ver-
stärkungsmittel mindestens ein angespritztes Teil
aufweisen, das auf mindestens einer Kassettensei-
te vorgesehen ist und aus einem undurchsichtigen
Material besteht.

6. Röntgenkassette nach Anspruch 5, worin das an-
gespritzte Teil aus Aluminium besteht.

7. Röntgenkassette nach Anspruch 5, worin das an-
gespritzte Teil einen darin ausgebildeten Kanal auf-
weist, der in Wirkverbindung mit einem Rand einer
Wandung bringbar ist.

8. Röntgenkassette nach Anspruch 1, worin das ther-
moplastische Material Polypropylen umfasst.

9. Röntgenkassette nach Anspruch 1, worin die Ver-
stärkerfolie mittels eines nachgiebigen Elements in
Berührung mit dem Röntgenfilm gehalten wird.

10. Röntgenkassette nach Anspruch 1, worin die ther-
moplastische Schicht aus Polypropylen und die Me-
tallschicht aus Aluminium besteht.

Revendications

1. Cassette radiographique (10) comprenant :

un panneau avant (12) et un panneau arrière
(14), les panneaux avant et arrière étant articu-
lés fonctionnellement ensemble par un élément
d'articulation (45) fixé aux panneaux de façon
à former une cavité entre les panneaux,
un film radiographique contenu à l'intérieur de
la cavité entre le premier panneau et le second
panneau,
au moins un écran d'intensification (4 ou 6)
maintenu en contact avec le film radiographi-
que, et
un mécanisme de verrouillage (30) pour ouvrir
et fermer la cassette,

caractérisée en ce que les panneaux avant
et arrière sont formés à partir d'un matériau de stra-
tifié composite comportant au moins trois couches
suivant une réalisation en sandwich d'aluminium/
matériau thermoplastique/aluminium, où la couche
thermoplastique comporte une couche d'aluminium
stratifiée de chaque côté.

2. Cassette radiographique selon la revendication 1,
comprenant en outre un moyen de résistance aux
chocs en vue d'une résistance aux impacts.

3. Cassette radiographique selon la revendication 2,
dans laquelle le moyen de résistance aux chocs
comprend en outre une bordure d'élastomère ther-
moplastique.

4. Cassette radiographique selon la revendication 1,
comprenant en outre un moyen de renfort contenu
sur au moins l'un des côtés pour augmenter la ré-
sistance structurelle de la cassette.

5. Cassette radiographique selon la revendication 4,
dans laquelle le moyen de renfort comprend en
outre au moins une extrusion formée à partir d'un
matériau opaque sur au moins l'un des côtés de la
cassette.

6. Cassette radiographique selon la revendication 5,
dans laquelle l'extrusion est constituée d'alumi-
nium.

7. Cassette radiographique selon la revendication 5,
dans laquelle l'extrusion comporte un canal formé
qui peut se raccorder de façon fonctionnelle à un
bord d'un panneau.

8. Cassette radiographique selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle le matériau thermoplastique com-
prend en outre du polypropylène.
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9. Cassette radiographique selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle l'écran d'intensification est maintenu
contre le film radiographique par un élément élasti-
que.

10. Cassette radiographique selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle la couche thermoplastique est du po-
lypropylène et la couche de métal est de l'alumi-
nium.
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